
GSS 2006 Science Exam Test 

1 

Now please think about this situation. Two scientists want to know if a 

certain drug is effective against high blood pressure. The first scientist 

wants to give the drug to one thousand people with high blood pressure and 

see how many of them experience lower blood pressure levels. The second 

scientist wants to give the drug to five hundred people with high blood 

pressure, and not give the drug to another five hundred people with high 

blood pressure, and see how many in both groups experience lower blood 

pressure levels. Which is the better way to test this drug? 

2 

Now, think about this situation. A doctor tells a couple that their 

genetic makeup means that they've got one in four chances of having a 

child with an inherited illness. Does this mean that if their first child 

has the illness, the next three will not have the illness? 

 

Now, I would like to ask you a few short questions like those you might 

see on a television game show. For each statement that I read, please tell 

me if it is true or false. If you don't know or aren't sure, just tell me 

so, and we will skip to the next question. Remember true, false, or don't 

know. 

3 First, the center of the Earth is very hot. Is that true or false? 

4 All radioactivity is man-made. Is that true or false? 

5 
It is the father's gene that decides whether the baby is a boy or a girl. 

Is that true or false? 

6 Lasers work by focusing sound waves. Is that true or false? 

7 Electrons are smaller than atoms. Is that true or false? 

8 
Now, does the Earth go around the Sun, or does the Sun go around the 

Earth? 

9 
How long does it take for the earth to go around the sun: one day, one 

month, or one year? 

10 The universe began with a huge explosion. Is that true or false? 

11 

The continents on which we live have been moving their locations for 

millions of years and will continue to move in the future. Is that true or 

false? 

12 Antibiotics kill viruses as well as bacteria. Is that true or false? 

13 
Human beings, as we know them today, developed from earlier species of 

animals. Is that true or false? 

 

 

 

GSS 2006 Stata commands for the blog post: 

Measuring Science Knowledge with the 2006 GSS 

 

 

set more off 

 

 

// science literacy scale 

 

tab expdesgn 

gen q1 = expdesgn 

recode q1 (1 8 9 = 0) (2=1) 

tab q1 

 

tab odds1 

gen q2 = odds1 

recode q2 (1 8 9 = 0) (2=1) 

tab q2 



 

tab odds2 

gen q3 = odds2 

recode q3 (2 8 9 = 0) (1=1) 

tab q3 

 

tab hotcore 

gen q4 = hotcore 

recode q4 (2 8 9 = 0) 

tab q4 

 

tab radioact 

gen q5 = radioact 

recode q5 (2=1) (1 8 9=0) 

tab q5 

 

tab boyorgrl 

gen q6 = boyorgrl 

recode q6 (2 8 9=0) 

tab q6 

 

tab lasers 

gen q7 = lasers 

recode q7 (2=1) (1 8 9=0) 

tab q7 

 

tab electron 

gen q8 = electron 

recode q8 (2 8 9=0) 

tab q8 

 

tab earthsun 

gen q9 = earthsun 

recode q9 (2 8 9=0) 

tab q9 

 

tab solarrev 

tab solarrev, nol 

gen q10 = solarrev 

recode q10 (1 2 4 8 9=0) (3=1) (.=0) 

tab q10 

tab earthsun solarrev, mi 

 

tab bigbang 

gen q11 = bigbang 

recode q11 (2 8 9=0) 

tab q11 

 

tab condrift 

gen q12 = condrift 

recode q12 (2 8 9=0) 

tab q12 

 

tab viruses 

gen q13 = viruses 

recode q13 (2=1) (1 8 9=0) 

tab q13 



 

tab evolved 

gen qx = evolved 

recode qx (2 8 9=0) 

tab qx 

 

gen q_scale = q1+q2+q3+q4+q5+q6+q7+q8+q9+q10+q11+q12+q13 

sum q_scale, de 

tab q_scale 

 

gen q_pct = q_scale/13 

 

drop if q_scale==. 

 

 

// religious classifications: sectarian protestant or catholic 

 

tab fund, mi 

gen fundamentalist = fund 

recode fundamentalist (2 3 = 0) (9=.) 

tab fundamentalist 

 

tab relig, mi 

tab relig, mi nol 

gen catholic = 0 

replace catholic = 1 if relig == 2 

tab catholic 

 

 

// biblical belief 

 

tab bible, mi 

gen bible3 = bible 

recode bible3 (4 8 9 =.) (3=1) (2=2) (1=3) 

tab bible3 

 

gen bible_book = bible3 

recode bible_book (2/3=0) (1=1) 

tab bible_book 

 

gen bible_insp = bible3 

recode bible_insp (1 3=0) (2=1) 

tab bible_insp 

 

gen bible_lit = bible3 

recode bible_lit (1/2=0) (3=1) 

tab bible_lit 

 

 

// demographic controls 

 

tab age, mi 

recode age (99=.) 

sum age 

 

tab sex, mi 

gen female = sex - 1 



tab female 

 

tab race, mi 

gen black = race 

recode black (1 3=0) (2=1) 

tab black 

 

tab hispanic, mi 

tab hispanic, nol 

gen latinoa = 0 

replace latinoa = 1 if hispanic > 1 

replace latinoa = 0 if hispanic == 98 

tab latinoa 

 

tab born, mi 

gen immig = born 

recode immig (2=0) 

tab immig 

 

tab income06, mi 

tab income06, mi nol 

gen money = income06 

recode money (26 98=.) 

sum money 

* mean impute missing data for income 

replace money = 16.5936 if income06 == 26 | income06 == 98 

 

tab educ, mi 

gen education = educ 

recode education (98 99 = .) 

sum education 

 

tab marital, mi 

tab marital, mi nol 

gen married = marital 

recode married (2/9=0) 

tab married 

* or ever been married? 

gen married1 = marital 

recode married1 (5=0) 

tab married1 

 

* is this the variable for rural? 

tab srcbelt, mi 

gen rural = 0 

replace rural = 1 if srcbelt == 6 

tab rural 

 

tab region, mi 

gen south = region 

recode south (5 6 7=1) (1 2 3 4 8 9=0) 

tab south 

* is this the correct coding for south? 

 

 

// figure 1 

 



sum q_pct if bible_lit == 1 

sum q_pct if bible_insp == 1 

sum q_pct if bible_book == 1 

 

 

// figure 2 

 

sum q_pct if catholic == 1 

 

 

// table 2 

 

regress q_scale age female black latinoa immig money education married1 rural 

south fundamentalist catholic bible_lit bible_book, beta 

 

 

* no continental drift or big bang 

gen q_scale11 = q1+q2+q3+q4+q5+q6+q7+q8+q9+q10+q13 

 

* only continental drift or big bang 

gen q_scale2 = q11+q12 

 

regress q_scale11 age female black latinoa immig money education married1 

rural south fundamentalist catholic bible_lit bible_book, beta 

 

regress q_scale2 age female black latinoa immig money education married1 

rural south fundamentalist catholic bible_lit bible_book q_scale11, beta 

 

 

 

 


